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Abstract Using the Internet to acquire behavioral data is cur-
rently on the rise. However, very basic questions regarding the
feasibility of online psychophysics are still open. Here, we
aimed to replicate five well-known paradigms in experimental
psychology (Stroop, Flanker, visual search, masked priming,
attentional blink) in three settings (classical Blab^, Bweb-in-
lab^, Bweb^) to account for possible changes in technology
and environment. Lab and web-in-lab data were both acquired
in an in-lab setting with lab using BGold Standard^ methods,
while web-in-lab used web technology. This allowed for a
direct comparison of potential differences in acquisition soft-
ware. To account for additional environmental differences, the
web technology experiments were published online to partic-
ipate from home (setting web), thereby keeping the software
and experimental design identical and only changing the en-
vironmental setting. Our main results are: First, we found an
expected fixed additive timing offset when using web tech-
nology (M = 37 ms, SD = 8.14) and recording online (M = 87
ms, SD = 16.04) in comparison to lab data. Second, all task-
specific effects were reproduced except for the priming para-
digm, which couldn’t be replicated in any setting. Third, there
were no differences in error rates, which are independent of
the timing offset. This finding further supports the assumption
of data equality over all settings. Fourth, we found that brows-
er typemight be influencing absolute reaction times. Together,
these results contribute to the slowly but steadily growing

literature that online psychophysics is a suitable complement
– or even substitute – to lab data acquisition.
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The Internet has a huge impact on every aspect of today’s life.
In experimental psychology, the introduction and establish-
ment of online surveys has allowed researchers to reach more
people from a broader background more easily, efficiently,
and faster than ever before (Reips, 2000). Thanks to the higher
heterogeneity of the participants (age, gender, origin, social
status; see Birnbaum, 2004) online studies allow us to tackle
one of the biggest open questions in psychology: To what
extent can the results of a single study be mapped to the whole
population? Furthermore, through the worldwide availability
of online experiments, scientists have easier access to hard-to-
reach populations, benefit from a double-blind situation, and
are able to conduct parallel experiments independent of equip-
ment or available experimenters (Gosling, Vazire, Srivastava,
& John, 2000; Reips, 2000). For example Joinson (2001)
found through the results of three studies that participants in
an anonymous, computer-mediated research environment dis-
close significantly more information than in classical research
settings. A work by Reimers (2007) collected data from over
255,000 participants in a study about sex differences in Britain
– one of the largest up to date. Collecting such large samples
will help scientists to battle the issue of insufficient power,
which often renders studies irreplicable. A much more selec-
tive, but still numerous, sample was collected by Cohen,
Collins, Darkes, and Gwartney (2007), who used online mes-
sage boards to get nearly 2,000 responses from a very specific
population of non-medical anabolic steroid users in the USA.
These and more advantages have been covered in excessive
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exploration and validation studies (Birnbaum, 2000; Gosling
et al., 2000; Skitka & Sargis, 2006; amongst others).
However, experimental psychological research is more than
survey data.

Especially in cognitive psychology, the study of mental
processes in human beings, one of the most common ap-
proaches is to measure reactions to stimuli that are usually
presented on a computer screen, thereby gaining an external
measurement of internal processes. The two main variables of
such psychophysical measurements are error rates (ERs) and
reaction times (RTs). In a typical cognitive experiment, a par-
ticipant is presented with a display of different conditions and
reacts to this display via a keypress. Usually, this is done by
inviting participants into the lab, seating them in a testing
chamber, and instructing them to press a mouse or keyboard
button when appropriate. Through this approach researchers
can control for external factors like hardware (computer sys-
tem, keyboard, and mouse), software (operating system, pro-
gramming language, versions), and the environment (e.g.,
noise, lightning, distractions). On the other hand, conducting
cognitive experiments in a classical in-lab setting requires a
high amount of resources, is time-consuming, and often relies
on recruiting participants from the local student population,
thereby potentially limiting the explanatory power of any
findings.

So it is not surprising that the use of web technology and
the Internet is becoming more and more prevalent in experi-
mental psychology in the same way social sciences and
questionnaire-based psychology used it to transform their
way of acquiring data. Recently, researchers additionally be-
gan to pick up these new technologies as potential psycho-
physical research methods for RT experiments. Investigations
that rely on high temporal accuracy not only need reliable
software as a basis, but are also often influenced by the sur-
rounding in which data conduction takes place (e.g., Ramsey
& Morrissey, 1978). There are three main ways to test the
potential of web technologies against classical methods cur-
rently used in experimental psychological research.
Hardware-focused approaches try to identify differences in
the physical systems used for recording, software-based inves-
tigations do the same for the experimental programs, while
research about conduction environment focuses onto differ-
ences in data acquisition surroundings. Within these three cat-
egories, researchers differentiate between the research ap-
proaches (see de Leeuw & Motz, 2015): Most investigations
of hardware and software differences are realized through a
purely technical setup, such as measuring presentation times
of stimuli on the screen through a photo diode. This isolated
and well-controlled setup is succeeded by empirical research
that employs studies with human participants and tries to iden-
tify differences in the data produced. These studies can either
focus on the question whether effects produced in the lab can
be replicated online, or the question which differences occur

in replication attempts, and whether scientists are able to ne-
gate those potential deviations. Thus, employing empirical
research builds upon the technical investigations and comple-
ments it by going one step further into the phase of data
acquisition.

Potential differences in hardware

Changing from an in-lab to an online environment obviously
changes the computer system that is used to record data. These
changes influence hardware (computer system, monitor, and
periphery) and software (operating system, data acquisition
software). With regard to hardware, studies found that moni-
tors (Elze & Tanner, 2012), type of keyboards and mice (Plant
& Turner, 2009), or even keyboards of the same type (Neath,
Earle, Hallett, & Surprenant, 2011) influence presentation
timing measurements.

However, Reimers and Stewart (2015) argue that the dif-
ferences in hardware may not influence the results from a
psychological study to a large extent. The authors tested 15
different computer systems on presentation timing accuracy
and RT accuracy through the use of a diode on the screen and
an automatized reaction system.While in both cases the use of
web technology overestimated the timing and took longer than
intended, they found that the variability over systems could
easily be corrected by recording about seven more partici-
pants. Furthermore, Reimers and Stewart point out that by
using a within-subject design, the influence of different sys-
tems becomes irrelevant. In summary, potential hardware in-
fluences have either small or no effects on the results. Still, if
there are influences, this does not solely apply to online stud-
ies, but to the same extent to findings within or between clas-
sical lab settings.

Potential differences in software

While hardware is a factor that is not under the control of the
experimenter (people will not buy a new computer to partici-
pate in a psychological study), software is to a certain extent.
Therefore deciding which method should be used for stimuli
presentation and recording of responses needs to be done very
carefully.

Over a decade ago, Schmidt (2001) investigated this matter
by using five of the most common ways to present stimuli
through web technology (GIF images, Java, JavaScript,
Flash, and Authorware) and measuring their presentation
times. He recorded the actual number of raster scans through
a photo detector (which equates to the real-world presentation
time these methods were able to achieve) under different con-
ditions (new/old system,MacOS/Windows, Internet Explorer/
Netscape). His results showed that only Java and JavaScript
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were Baccurate^ to some extent. Still, JavaScript’s perfor-
mance deteriorated with system speed like the three other
methods (GIF, Flash, and Authorware). Thus, he argued that
accurate presentation time is not to be achieved with the cur-
rent methods.

But with advancements in browser and hardware technol-
ogy, this study has been revised several times (Barnhoorn,
Haasnoot, Bocanegra, & van Steenbergen, 2014; de Leeuw
&Motz, 2015; Reimers & Stewart, 2015; Schubert, Murteira,
Collins, & Lopes, 2013; amongst others). A very recent ex-
ample is the study by Reimers and Stewart (2015) mentioned
above. Over a decade later than Schmidt they found an offset
of presentation time of about 20 ms, when averaged over two
presentation methods (Flash, JavaScript), three presentation
durations (50, 150, 500 ms), and four different computer sys-
tems. Interestingly, the most accurate conditions were achiev-
ing accuracies below 1 ms. When using automated response
timing to investigate RT time accuracy, they found an offset of
about 60 ms averaged over conditions.

This finding is in line with earlier work from Barnhoorn
et al. (2014), who tested their JavaScript-based experimen-
tal suite QRTEngine in a diode experiment. They showed
that in 97 % of cases the stimuli are presented within ±1
frame (16.67 ms) of intended stimuli duration. They report
system-logged timing to be below 10 ms, even in high-load
conditions.

For Flash-based experiments, Schubert et al. (2013) devel-
oped a toolbox that they tested through six experiments. The
authors compared their software to other software packages
(DMDX, E-Prime, Inquisit, and SuperLab) with regard to pre-
sentation and reaction timing accuracy. When using an emu-
lated keyboard, the difference in RT measurements was about
65 ms, while by using a real keyboard, the difference was
about 21 ms. In one case, their software produced more accu-
rate results than a classical research software by about 5 ms. In
presentation accuracy, they found an increase in timing of
24 ms for the web technology-based experiment.

Another piece of evidence was collected very recently by
de Leeuw and Motz (2015), who developed a method to mea-
sure JavaScript and Matlab Psychtoolbox trials in an inter-
leavedway. The alternation allowed them to keep other factors
identical that might influence RT. Their results showed no
difference in variability or measurement sensitivity between
the web technology and classical recording software for hu-
man reaction timing accuracy.What they did find was a 25-ms
offset for the web technology software, which is in line with
other studies.

In summary, in contrast to Schmidt, recent studies argue for
a fixed offset when using web technology-based experiments.
As this offset seems to vary little within the method used and
can be accounted for (e.g., within-subject design), web tech-
nology allows measuring RTs accurately, as long as absolute
RTs are not the focus of interest.

Potential environmental differences

Next to in-lab investigations that concentrate on hard- and
software differences between web technology and established
psychophysical software, another way to approach the ques-
tion is to create an experiment through web technology, make
it available online and then compare the results with existing
literature. This approach mainly targets the bigger construct
we denote as Benvironmental difference^ when comparing
online experimentation to classical in-lab research environ-
ments. By changing from a well-controlled in-lab environ-
ment with low degrees of freedom to participating from home,
the environmental influence changes. This does not only cov-
er surroundings (e.g., noise, lights, and distractions), but also
hardware (different computer systems from high-end multi-
media machines to sub-par laptops) and software (operating
systems, browsers, additionally installed software).

One of the most prominent examples in this area has been
published by Crump et al. (2013). The authors tested eight
very well-established experiments through Amazon Turk
(AMT) as an experimental platform and compared these re-
sults to existing literature of in-lab research. They found all
experiments well replicated, except those that required very
short and precise millisecond presentation times, namely the
attentional blink and masked priming paradigms. Crump et al.
inferred from their results that testing with online systems
might be critical when using presentation times below 50 ms.

This concern was contradicted by Barnhoorn et al. (2014),
who recorded the data of about 50 participants in three cogni-
tive experiments each. They used their self-written
QRTEngine that used a different timing method with partici-
pants from AMT to perform in their Stroop, attentional blink,
and masked priming experiments. Each experimental effect
was replicated as expected, even in in the masked priming
task, which used presentation times of 16 ms. Notably, these
are the exact paradigms that were not be replicated by Crump
et al. (2013).

More evidence in this area has been provided by Germine
et al. (2012), who measured over 30,000 participants in a
variety of cognitive tests (e.g., Cambridge Face Memory
Task, Reading the Mind in the Eyes). The authors focused
on tests that covered complex visual stimuli, limited presen-
tation times, and required sustained participant attention.
Based on their results regarding mean performance, variance,
and internal reliability, they found their data did not differ
systematically from previous studies that were conducted in
a classical lab setting. Germine et al. interpret these results as
showing that data quality in online conducted samples is not
of a lower quality – which still is a common preconception
against online studies (Gosling et al., 2000).

Combining those findings, the way to use web technolo-
gies and as a result the Internet as a research method starts to
get paved. While initially it may have seemed that web
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technology is slower and less accurate, recent studies argue
that main effects can be replicated, especially when concen-
trating on presentation times over 50ms and recording slightly
more data to account for differences in hardware.
Additionally, when using online experimentation, researchers
cannot only plan to conduct studies on a much higher scale
than up to now, it also allows them to ask new questions in a
new extent. Replication, confirmation, and generalization are
just few of the huge advantages we see when planning to do
further methodological exploration with web technology.

Research rationale

With these prospects in mind, we developed a design that
combines the ways of analyzing web technologies as a poten-
tial research method over technology, replication, and envi-
ronment. Our study covers five well-known experiments in
psychology (Stroop, Flanker, visual search, attentional blink,
and masked priming) and tests each experiment in three set-
tings. The first setting is a very classical BGold Standard^ in-
lab environment with well-established technology as a basis
(Blab^ setting). The second setting covers the same experi-
ments, but uses web technology for presenting stimuli and
collecting the data (setting Bweb-in-lab^). Aswe keep all other
factors (hardware, operating system, population, external in-
fluences, seating, lab setting) the same between the first two
settings, this allows for a direct comparison of performance of
experimental software between well-established and web
technologies.

The third setting publishes the web technology-based ex-
periment to an online environment for testing students at home
(setting Bweb^). Compared to the web-in-lab data, we kept the
technology completely identical, recruited from the same pop-
ulation, and therefore only changed the surrounding and hard-
ware of participants. This setting is intended to reveal potential
environmental differences (including physical environment,
soft- and hardware) between a classical in-lab and an online
setting. Throughout all settings, we use within-subject designs
to produce more robust task-specific effects, as proposed by
Reimers and Stewart (2015).

As we are not able to screen the different hardware setups
used in the web setting, we introduced an additional short
performance test that runs before the start of the actual exper-
iments. This performance task is an automatic measure of
internal timing accuracy of the software, similar to
Barnhoorn et al. (2014). On this basis we were able to identify
and exclude underperforming systems. As an additional mea-
sure to compare the three settings, we implemented a short RT
task. This was used as a very basic measure of RT accuracy
that could identify malfunctioning hardware or high system
load up-front. All participants were recruited from the same
population and randomly assigned to one of the three settings

and asked to do all subtasks to exclude potential influences of
age, gender or origin.

In line with de Leeuw and Motz (2015) and others, we
focused on Javascript for the following two reasons: First
and foremost, every browser nowadays includes JavaScript
as a part of its engine. Every website that incorporates
JavaScript (and that is nearly all of them) can therefore be
used to conduct experimental data without the need to down-
load and install any plugins or applets. We assume that this
will be a huge advantage, especially once online experiments
are moved from the preliminary lab-concentrated testing to the
Breal world,^ where participants always look for a most direct
and comfortable approach to contribute and tend to avoid any
extra actions. Second, due to the fact that it is the most com-
monly used web-language, it is also in the main focus of being
improved by the respective browser producers. This will allow
later research approaches to always be at the newest techno-
logical advancements in time.

A similar methodological approach can be found in three
prior studies: Reimers and Stewart (2007) for example com-
pared a native C program with the web-language Flash in an
offline setting and found a fixed offset of about 20 ms in RT
(Flash being slower than the C program) but no varying stan-
dard deviation (SD). Taking the Flash experiment out of the
lab into an online environment added another 10-ms delay,
while keeping the SDs comparable. Schubert et al. (2013) first
investigated the presentation accuracy of their toolbox
ScriptingRT, before they followed up with a comparison of
human RTs in an in-lab and online environment. While they
were able to replicate the main effects of the Stroop task, they
found a small lag and increased variance in their web
technology implementation. While these studies were
considering Flash, very recently a study by Hilbig (2015)
incorporated these principles by using JavaScript in a meth-
odological investigation of a lexical categorization task. He
also used three settings to investigate potential differences in
conducting data through a lab (E-Prime), a web-in-lab, and
online environment. He found the lab implementation being
27 ms faster than the web-in-lab, which in turn was 83 ms
faster than the online setting. Still, the word frequency effect
was replicated in each setting. His interpretation of these re-
sults was that web- or online-based data was not inferior to
classical in-lab data.

Hypotheses

We had three overarching hypotheses in this study that are
investigated in each experiment separately.

First, based on previous research (Barnhoorn et al., 2014;
de Leeuw & Motz, 2015; Reimers & Stewart, 2015; Schubert
et al., 2013) we expected an additive offset of RT measure-
ments between 20 and 65 ms over settings. This offset might
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vary with number of presented items (that add up singular
offsets) and depend on the computational complexity of the
experiment, as well the hardware used by the participants.

Second, as studies almost exclusively showed replication
of the tasks through web technology up to now, we expected
to replicate the main effects of each of our experiments. While
the expectation of an offset in timing would be an argument
for lower accuracy and data quality through the use of online
experimentation, the replication would confine this assump-
tion. The potential flawwould be restricted to specific designs,
where absolute timing accuracy is required, timing measure-
ments are below a certain threshold, and/or a between-subject
design is used.

Third, if data quality is comparable over the settings and
only a RT accuracy offset is expected, that would lead to
the assumption that other not time-based measurements
need to be the same. By analyzing ERs in each of our
subtasks we aimed at revealing whether the environmental
part of the different settings does have any influence on
data accuracy.

Taken together, our study was based on the idea of (a)
replicating classical paradigms online (e.g., Crump et al.,
2013), (b) using a three-step approach directly comparing
data acquisition settings (e.g., Hilbig, 2015), and (c) study-
ing a wide variety of experiments that not only cover a
singular data point, but contain an increasing need for sen-
sitivity in data recording. This procedure allowed us to
establish a solid basis of experiments that were not only
replicated online, but differed with regard to the changes of
technology and environment, thereby extending previous
studies. To analyze the results in more detail, we added two
additional measurements – a simple RT task and a perfor-
mance task that did not rely on user input – to find indica-
tions whether potential differences already emerged at a
very basic level of presentation or are due to inaccuracies
in recording responses. Additionally, we performed
Bayesian factor analysis on all relevant effects and interac-
tions and examined the question whether the type of
browser that has been used to participate influences the
results. Furthermore, to investigate the preconception that
online data is of lower quality than in-lab data, we
complemented our RT analyses with ER analyses, which
are not reliant on the timing measurement accuracy of soft-
ware. If we were to find no difference over settings in ERs,
this would argues that web participants are answering as
accurately as in-lab participants and the differences are due
to the change of soft- and hardware. In sum, we used
established approaches to produce a broad range of data
that consolidated the possibility of psychophysical online
experimentation on the one hand, but also pushed the sci-
entific discussion towards more detailed analysis about the
potential origin of offsets, their influence on results, and
how to treat them on the other.

General methods

Participants

In total, 147 participants were recruited at the Ruhr-University
Bochum and participated for course credit. Each participant
was randomly assigned to one of the three settings, yielding
50 participants in setting Blab^, 49 in Bweb-in-lab^, and 48 in
Bweb^. In-lab participants (lab and web-in-lab) were seated
approximately 60 cm in front of an 18-in. CRT monitor, set to
85 Hz refresh rate and 1,280 × 1,024 px resolution. After a
short written overview over the tasks, detailed instructions
were shown on-screen before each experiment. Online partic-
ipants were asked to come to the lab and were instructed in
person to mediate a basic level of control on the experimental
process before receiving the URL and participation code.
These participants received the same detailed on-screen in-
struction for each task.

Three participants were removed because of technical is-
sues (one in web-in-lab, two in web). Additionally, one par-
ticipant was excluded from the web data because he used a
tablet device. On top of that, two participants were removed
from the web data due to high timing offset identified through
the performance task. Thus, all the following analyses were
performed on 50 participants in the lab setting, 48 in web-in-
lab, and 43 in web. During the analysis of each experiment,
additional exclusion criteria applied but were limited to the
sub-analysis and not removed from other analysis by default.
For details, see the Results section of each experiment.

Procedure

The study was split into seven experiments (see Fig. 1). First,
we conducted an automatic performance measurement of
timing accuracy of the participant’s system configuration that
did not require any input. Second, the participant performed a
short and simple RT task yielding a baseline measurement of
RTand performance of the system. Experiments three to seven
were our five main tasks, presented in random order. In total,
we set each of the five main experiments to a length between 6
and 10 min resulting in an overall experimental duration of
about 1 h. Limiting the overall experimental duration is im-
portant with regard to exporting the whole experiment online
and having volunteers participate from all over the world at a
later stage.

Materials

The lab setting was programmed in Matlab R2009b with
Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997) installed. Having multiple
possibilities to present a stimulus through HTML/Javascript,
we tried to emulate the method Psychtoolbox uses for the web
technology settings as closely as possible. Therefore we
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utilized the layer system of modern browsers through modi-
fying the z-index of a stimulus and an overlaying mask to
show and hide the stimuli. This allowed us to pre-render the
images and include them into the Document Object Model
(DOM) before simply Bflipping^ them to focus. With regard
to optimizing the timing, we relied on the setTimeout() meth-
od, that is supposed to be accurate between 2 and 10 ms ac-
cording to its official W3C specification.

To avoid any loss of timing accuracy from third party
plugins, most importantly jQuery, we tried to use pure
Javascript in any timing-related operation. Additionally,

we preloaded all stimuli and the experimental design to
avoid any latency through providing the participants
with the necessary stimuli and counteract possible influ-
ences of a slow internet connection. Thus, the web tech-
nology experiments used a combination of HTML,
Javascript, and php, supported by the plugin jQuery
Version 2.0.3. Web-in-lab participants used the
Browser Chrome Version 46.0.2490.86, with XAMPP
1.8.5 running as a local webserver for file handling.
Online the experiment ran on a server with Apache
2.6.18 and php 5.3.3 installed.

Fig. 1 Experimental design. The graph shows the complete
experimental design for our study. Each participant was randomly
appointed to one setting: lab, web-in-lab, or web. Based on this
attribution, the participant performed the subtasks either in-lab (lab,
web-in-lab) or at home to his own scheduling (web). Comparing lab
and web-in-lab data, we are able to investigate potential differences in

technology, as all other factors are kept identical. Comparing web-in-lab
data to web data will show potential differences that occur due to the
change of environment. Please note that the colors yellow (lab), blue
(web-in-lab), and orange (web) will identify the settings in all following
graphs
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All tasks were performed on a gray (RGB: 179, 179, 179)
background that was visible during all parts of each experi-
ment. Colors used in these experiments were black (RGB: 0,
0, 0), white (RGB: 255, 255, 255), gray, blue (RGB: 0, 0,
255), purple (RGB: 95, 95, 191), green (RGB: 255, 0, 0), olive
(RGB: 95, 148, 43), carmine (RGB: 150, 31, 56), fractal
(RGB: 147, 147, 147), red (RGB: 0, 255, 0), slate blue
(RGB: 89, 89, 255), and slate green (RGB: 0, 175, 0). If not
indicated otherwise, all text was displayed in black BCourier
New^ font due to its monospacing and serif characteristics.
Font size did vary and will be noted individually. All instruc-
tion was presented on-screen before the respective task. The
fixation cross consisted of two black 20 × 4 px bars and was
always presented centrally on the display.

Experiment 1: performance task

The performance task was a short automatic measure of stim-
ulus presentation timing accuracy in the settings that used web
technology (web-in-lab and web) as experimentation software
and was always conducted first. As we were obviously not
able to use a diode-based display measurement that would
represent a real-life display of the stimulus, we relied on the
computer-logged difference between planned and real stimu-
lus presentation time. Thereby, we were able to obtain a base-
line measurement of software latency, which is the first factor
of potential inaccuracy in stimulus presentation. As web-in-
lab participants were using our well-configured in-lab com-
puter system, we expected a higher timing accuracy for web-
in-lab than web, based on the influences of the individual
systemswith regard to hard- and software that is not optimized
for psychophysical experimentation. For example, partici-
pants could have used insufficient hardware or unmaintained
systems that become slower with time. Naturally, we were not
able to control which other programs were running (in the
background) during the experiment. Thus, there might have
been additional influences of parallel software usage on the
accuracy of the system as the more tasks a computer has to
process, the slower it becomes. Overall, this experiment was
mainly targeted at identifying greatly sub-performing systems
through the simple measurement of internal timing accuracy
of displaying a stimulus.

Methods

Before the start of recording data, the participant was
instructed to close all other browser windows and wait for
the performance task to be completed without opening other
programs. In each of the 100 trials, a 250 × 250 px image was
randomly picked from a set of nine colors (black, blue, green,
red, purple, olive, carmine, fractal, white) and shown in the
center of a gray background for a random time between 0 and

1,000 ms. After the presentation time of one stimulus ended,
the next followed immediately. No input was necessary from
the participant. Only the intended and real stimulus presenta-
tion timing in ms was recorded.

Results

The statistical analysis was performed on the offset that was
calculated by subtracting the intended from the real stimulus
presentation time. Two outliers (SD = 1.5) were removed from
the web data and subsequently from any further analysis of the
whole data set. This yielded 48 participants in the web-in-lab
and 43 in the web setting for all following analysis.

Levene’s test indicated unequal variances between the set-
tings, F = 57.73, p < .001, so a Welch’s unequal variances t-
test was performed. It indicated a significant higher timing
offset for web (M = 6.74, SD = 4.39) than web-in-lab (M =
0.78, SD = 0.09), t(42.03) = 8.90, p < .001, d = 1.98. From
these results we can conclude that the web-in-lab setting did
indeed exhibit a higher timing accuracy in the performance
task than the web data by about 6 ms.

Experiment 2: reaction time task

The RT task was always conducted after the initial perfor-
mance task and preceded the other five experiments. The in-
tention of this task was to detect potential differences in RTs
between the settings (lab, web-in-lab, web) at a very crude
level and without high cognitive load. This allows us to dif-
ferentiate between the three settings based on a task that solely
relies on perception and reaction compared to the necessary
information processing in the five main experiments. Based
on the literature (de Leeuw & Motz, 2015; Hilbig, 2015;
Reimers & Stewart, 2014) we expected longer RTs for the
experiments based on web technology (web-in-lab and web)
in comparison to the standard technology (lab). An additional
increase in RT was expected (Hilbig, 2015) for the online
conducted data (web).

Methods

Before the start of the experiment, the participants were
instructed to react as quickly as possible to the appearance
of a blue square through pressing the space bar. Each trial
started with a fixation cross between 500 and 1,000 ms. The
fixation was followed by a blue 100 × 100 px square. Each of
these targets had a random position offset (up to 50 px in either
direction). The target was shown until response (spacebar),
followed by an inter-trial-interval (ITI) of 250 ms. In total,
50 trials were conducted per participant. RT time data were
recorded in ms.
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Results

Before analysis, extreme outlier trials with a RT of less
than 200 ms and more than 2,000 ms were removed. All
RT analyses were performed on the median RT per partic-
ipant, due to the high skewness of RT data (e.g., Whelan,
2008). One outlier was removed from the web data due to
long RTs (SD = 1.5). Analysis of variance showed a main
effect for setting, F(2, 137) = 36.87 p < .001. Bonferroni-
corrected post-hoc t-tests indicated significantly faster RTs
for lab (M = 253 ms, SD =24.52) than web-in-lab (M = 280
ms, SD =33.30), p < .001, d = -0.93, and web (M = 318 ms,
SD =49.17), p < .001, d = -1.73, and significantly faster
RTs for web-in-lab than web, p < .001, d = -0.92. In sum-
mary, as expected, our results show 27-ms increased RT
data for web-in-lab data compared to lab data. Web data
were an additional 38 ms (65 ms total) slower than web-in-
lab (for details, see Fig. 2).

Experiment 3: digit stroop task

The Stroop effect shows an interference between different
features of a stimulus, thereby slowing down RTs (Stroop,
1935). Most prominently, participants are instructed to state
the semantic meaning of words of colors that are printed in
different hues. If the color of the word contradicts its meaning
(e.g. Byellow^ printed in the color blue), the response takes
longer andmight lead to an error more easily. This is called the
Bincongruent^ condition and shows the interference effect. A
congruent condition would be defined as both (color and se-
mantics) exhibiting the same feature (e.g. Bblue^ printed in the
color blue). Between those conditions, a neutral condition
(e.g. Bblue^ printed in a neutral color like black) might be
used as a baseline measurement.

We used this well-established task as it is one of the most
robust effects in cognitive psychology and is also used in
clinical context (MacLeod, 1991). It allowed us to investigate
whether we are able to replicate the task-specific effects of a
very basic paradigm on all three settings. To account for the
idea that online experimentation will be available to people
frommultiple regions and the accompanying language effects,
we used a number-based Stroop task (Windes, 1968) instead
of the more classical version that uses words and colors.

Statistically, a Stroop effect is shown in significantly longer
RTs and higher ERs for the incongruent than the congruent
condition. Usually, neutral feature combinations are neither
facilitated (like congruent) nor impeded (like incongruent),
and therefore exhibit RTs and ERs between the other two
conditions. Next to this task-specific effect, we expect higher
RTs for web technology experiments and comparable ERs
over settings, as explained in the Hypotheses section of the
Introduction.

Methods

Before the experiment started, participants were instructed to
identify the number of items (1, 2, or 3) shown on the screen
by pressing the corresponding number on their keyboard as
accurately and quickly as possible. This was supported by an
example and the announcement of a short training. The train-
ing block consisted of 18 trials with feedback (Bcorrect^/
Bwrong^) for 100 ms and preceded a total of four test blocks
with 36 trials each. Each trial started with a black fixation
cross that was shown for 1,000 ms. The target stimulus
followed and was shown until response. A target could consist
of neutral (e.g., BXX^), congruent (e.g., B2 2^), or incongruent
(e.g., B 3^) black characters in 40 px font on a gray back-
ground. The number and position of the single characters were
randomly selected, while keeping an equal amount of trials

Fig. 2 Results of the reaction
time (RT) task. Each boxplot rep-
resents one setting (lab, web-in-
lab, web). RT-based outliers are
indicated by a circle
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per condition. The stimulus was shown until response. Upon
response, an ITI followed for a random duration between 250
and 750 ms.

Results

After the removal of extreme outlier trials, four outliers were
removed from the analysis due to high ERs (SD = 3), namely
one in lab, one in web-in-lab, and two in web. Three outliers
were removed from the analysis due to high median RTs (SD
= 1.5), one in lab and two in web-in-lab. Thus, further analysis
in this task was on 48 participants in the lab, 45 in web-in-lab,
and 41 in web setting.

With regard to RT, Mauchly’s test showed a violation of
sphericity, χ2(2) = 41.72, p < .001, for the within factor condi-
tion (neutral, congruent, incongruent), thus a Greenhouse-
Geisser correction (ε = 0.79) was performed. A mixed-design
analysis of variance with the between-factor setting (lab, web-
in-lab, web) and the within-factor condition revealed main ef-
fects for setting, F(2, 131) = 33.11, p < .001, and condition,
F(1.46, 191.26) = 316.38, p < .001. No significant setting ×
condition interactionwas found,F(2.92, 191.26) = 0.82, p = .52.

Post-hoc Bonferroni corrected t-tests indicated a significant
difference between the conditions congruent and neutral, p <
.001, d = -0.54, congruent and incongruent, p < .001, d = -
0.93, and neutral and incongruent, p < .001, d = -0.43, and
significant differences between the settings lab and web-in-
lab, p = .0036, d = -0.87, lab and web, p < .001, d = -1.67,
and between web-in-lab and web, p < .001, d = -0.89.
Averaged over conditions, web-in-lab RT data (M = 552 ms,
SD = 63.37) was 46 ms slower than lab data (M = 506 ms, SD
= 59.37) and web (M = 606 ms, SD = 76.57) was 54ms higher
than web-in-lab data (for details see Fig. 3).

Investigating ER data, Mauchly’s test revealed a vio-
lation of sphericity, χ2(2) = 147.08, p < .001, for the

within-subject factor condition, therefore a Greenhouse-
Geisser correction (ε = 0.60) was performed. A mixed
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for condition,
F(1.2, 157.20) = 146.20, p < .001, but not for setting,
F(2, 131) = 1.86, p = .16, and no significant setting ×
condition interaction, F(2.4, 157.20) = 0.69, p = .60.
Significant differences between all conditions, p < .001,
were confirmed by a post-hoc Bonferroni corrected t-
test. Overall, lab ER was 5.24 % (SD = 6.40 %), web-
in-lab 4.22 % (SD = 6.22 %), and web 3.96 % (SD =
5.90 %).

Summing up, we found a significant offset of reaction
timing accuracy which is in line with our first overarching
hypothesis. Second, the task-specific effects of the Stroop task
in both RT and ER were replicated. Third, we did not find
differences in ER when comparing between settings. This
points to equal concentration/attention of participants, inde-
pendent of the experimental setup.

Experiment 4: letter flanker task

The Flanker task assesses the ability to separate the irrel-
evant from the relevant context and to respond appropri-
ately (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). Usually, the stimulus
consists of a central target letter surrounded by six
distractor letters, three on each side. The participant re-
sponds to the stimulus by identifying the middle letter and
pressing an appropriate response key. The combination of
letters could form a Bcongruent^ (same target letter as
distractor letters), a Bkeycongruent^ (same response key
as distractor letters), or an Bincongruent^ (different re-
sponse as distractor letters) condition.

In comparison to the Stroop task, the Flanker task relies on
more fine-grained differences and thus is more difficult for the

Fig. 3 Digit Stroop task results.
Box plotted reaction time (RT)
data for the Stroop experiments
per setting (lab, web-in-lab, web)
and condition (congruent, neutral,
incongruent). RT-based outliers
are indicated by a circle. Error
rates per cell are shown at the top
of the graph
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participant. This allowed us to investigate if we are able to
accurately measure these fine-grained differences in RTs
through web technology.

We expected that congruent stimuli elicit the fastest RTs,
followed by keycongruent and then incongruent displays
(Sanders & Lamers, 2002). This additional RT is due to the
need for inhibiting the distractors while assessing the appro-
priate response to the target letter. Additionally, our overarch-
ing hypotheses that there is a RT offset for web technology
experiments and no differences in ER rates over settings
apply.

Methods

Before the experiment started, the participant was instructed to
identify the middle letter of the stimuli and press either the left
arrow key (for letters S, C) or the right arrow key (H, K) on the
keyboard. At the start of a trial a black fixation cross appeared
that lasted between 250 and 750 ms and was followed by the
stimulus that was presented until response. Each stimulus
consisted of seven black letters in 60 px font centered on a
gray background. The distance between each letter was 11 px.
These letters could form a congruent (e.g., SSSSSSS), a
keycongruent (e.g., HHHKHHH), or an incongruent stimulus
(e.g., KKKCKKK). Trials were separated by an ITI of 500 ms.
In total, nine blocks with 24 trials each were conducted.
Before the actual experiment, a short training of 24 trials with
feedback (Bcorrect^/Bincorrect^) for 100 ms was performed.
Each of the conditions was presented equiprobably.

Results

One lab and two web-in-lab participants were excluded from
the analysis due to high ERs (SD = 3), after the removal of
extreme outlier trials. One additional participant was removed
due to high median RTs (SD = 1.5) in the lab setting, five in
the web-in-lab and one in the web condition. This yielded a
total of 48, 41, and 42 participants for lab, web-in-lab, and
web, respectively.

When analyzing the RT data, a violation of sphericity was
indicated by Mauchly’s test, χ2(2) = 15.88, p < .001, and thus
the degrees of freedom were corrected through the
Greenhouse-Geisser method (ε = 0.90). Main effects were
identified through a mixed-design ANOVA for the between-
subject factor setting, F(2, 128) = 26.28, p < .001, and within-
subject factor condition, F(1.80, 230.40) = 271.82, p < .001.
Importantly, the setting × condition interaction was not signif-
icant, F(3.60, 230.40) = 0.94, p = .44.

Pairwise post-hoc Bonferroni corrected t-tests were con-
ducted to follow up on the main effect for setting and indicated
a significant difference between the settings lab and web-in-
lab, p = .002, d = -0.93, lab and web, p < .001, d = -1.39, and
web-in-lab and web, p = .002, d = 0.70. The averaged offsets

over conditions showed a 41-ms slower RT for web-in-lab (M
= 544 ms, SD = 48.64ms) than lab (M = 503 ms, SD = 54.59
ms), and a 43-ms slower timing for web (M = 587 ms, SD =
75.78 ms) than web-in-lab. As expected for the Flanker task,
significant differences were found between the conditions
congruent and incongruent, p < .001, d = -0.82, congruent
and keycongruent, p < .001, d = -0.26, and incongruent and
keycongruent, p < .001, d = -0.57, with congruent (M = 519
ms, SD = 65.23 ms) being faster than keycongruent (M = 536
ms, SD = 64.88 ms), which in turn was faster than incongruent
(M = 574 ms, SD = 67.49 ms; for details see Fig. 4).

The ER data also showed a violation of sphericity through
Mauchly’s test, χ2(2) = 32.30, p < .001, for the within factor
condition and therefore was Greenhouse-Geisser corrected (ε
= 0.82). A mixed ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
for condition, F(1.64, 209.92) = 99.02, p < .001, but not for
setting, F(2, 128) = 0.49, p = .61. No setting × condition
interaction was found, F(3.28, 209.92) = 0.11, p = .98. A
Bonferroni corrected t-test revealed a significant difference
between all conditions, p < .001. Summed over conditions,
ERs in lab data were 4.61 % (SD = 4.24 %), in web-in-lab
5.24 % (SD = 5.19 %), and in web 5.14 % (SD = 4.54 %).

In other words, there was a significant difference in RTs
between settings (RT offset), but the main effects of the
Flanker task were replicated in each setting, in both RT and
ER. Additionally, there were no differences in ERs between
settings, thereby confirming all of our three overarching
hypotheses.

Experiment 5: visual search task

Visual search refers to the task in which a participant has to
identify a target among distractors (Wolfe, 1998). If the fea-
tures of the target are distinct from those of the distractors, this
is called a Bpopout^ search. Popout search-tasks are explained
by allowing for parallel search investigation over all available
positions, thus having a nearly constant search time over dif-
ferent amounts of stimuli shown. A prominent example would
be to search for a vertical bar amongst horizontal bars. In the
Bconjunction^ search on the other hand, target and distractors
share features. This requires a serial search for each presented
object, therefore increasing overall search time with size of
display (i.e., number of items presented). To further the exam-
ple above, the target could be defined as a green horizontal bar
amongst blue horizontal and green vertical bars. As partici-
pants need to integrate the information of both features (color
and orientation) for each visible item, attention needs to be
directed to each target before the decision can be made about
whether it is indeed a target or not. The effects of this para-
digm hence become very visible when comparing different
display sizes. If there is a small display size (e.g., four items),
both conditions are usually fast as there are few necessary
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operations before giving an answer. With increasing display
size (e.g., 16 items) on the other hand, popout search barely gets
slowed down due to the high visibility of the necessary feature,
whereas in serial search participants take a much longer time to
compare their target representation against all items present.

There are multiple factors of this paradigm that make it
interesting to test through our three settings. First, it is a very
robust and well-established paradigm that has been replicated
and modified dozens of times. Second, only a few trials are
necessary to find the effects described above enabling a short
experimentation time, which is needed for our design. Third,
the search effect is defined through the systematic variation of
the type of search (popout or conjunction) and display size
(number of items) that yield an interaction in RT.

Beyond the usual RT offset for web technology experi-
ments, we expect a higher RT and ER for conjunction trials,
especially at a higher display size. This yields an interaction
between condition (popout, conjunction) and number of items
(four, 16). On the other hand, despite the RT difference over
settings, there should be no differences in ER, following our
main assumptions that timing accuracies are due to inherent
factors of the software.

Methods

Before the start of the experiment, participants were instructed
to search for a green vertical bar. They were told to react as fast
and accurately as possible by either pressing the left arrow key
(target present) or the right arrow key (target absent). Each trial
started with a 1,000-ms fixation cross. Then the target display,
either from the popout or conjunction condition, was presented.
In the popout condition, the target was accompanied by green
horizontal bars, while in the conjunction condition it was pre-
sented with green horizontal and blue vertical bars. Each item
was arranged in a grid-like structure with a small jitter. The

display sizes were either four or 16 items and were randomly
distributed. Following an answer from the participant, an ITI
between 250 and 750 ms was used, before the next trial started.
The experiment started with 20 random training trials with
feedback before going on to the test phase, in which we record-
ed 200 trials divided in four blocks per subject. The blocked
design was counterbalanced by either being ABBA or BAAB,
whereas Awas conjunction and B was popout search.

Results

Three participants were excluded beforehand due to technical
issues, one in each setting. Extreme outlier removal was per-
formed. Based on ER (SD = 3), three participants were ex-
cluded in lab, four in web-in-lab, and one in web. Three out-
liers (SD = 1.5) due to high median RTs were identified in lab,
four in web-in-lab, and one in web. After exclusion, we had
43, 39, and 41 participants for further analysis in lab, web-in-
lab, and web, respectively.

A mixed-design ANOVA with RT as dependent variable
and setting as between-subject factor and condition and num-
ber of items as within-subject factors revealed a significant
main effect for setting, F(2, 120) = 22.51, p < .001, condition,
F(1, 120) = 1212.77, p < .001, and number of items, F(1, 120)
= 892.71, p < .001, as well as significant interactions between
setting and condition, F(2, 120) = 10.85, p < .001, η2 = 0.018,
and condition and number of items, F(1, 120) = 581.81, p <
.001, η2 = 0.211. No significant interaction was found for
setting × items, F(2, 120) = 0.89, p = .41), and setting × items
× condition, F(2, 120) = 2.56, p = .82.

Bonferroni corrected t-tests indicated that the setting × condi-
tion interaction is due to no difference between lab conjunction
and web-in-lab conjunction data, t(78.32) = -0.15, p = .88, d = -
0.03, with lab data exhibiting a higher RT in the conjunction
condition than expected, as can be seen in Fig. 5. All other

Fig. 4 Flanker task results.
Reaction time (RT) data from the
Flanker task presented as box
plots per setting (lab, web-in-lab,
web) and condition (congruent,
keycongruent, incongruent).
Outliers are marked as circles.
Error rates per cell are shown on
the top of the graph
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combinations of setting and condition differed significantly, p <
.02, d > 0.87.

To investigate the condition × items interaction, we per-
formed an ANOVA for each setting. In lab, there was a signif-
icant main effect for condition, F(1, 42) = 434.60, p < .001,
items, F(1, 42) = 373.30, p < .001, and condition × items inter-
action, F(1, 42) = 228.10, p < .001. For the web-in-lab, the same
held true for condition, F(1, 38) = 483.70, p < .001, items, F(1,
38) = 415.00, p < .001, and condition × items, F(1, 38) =
219.20, p < .001. Also the web data showed main effects for
condition, F(1, 40) = 369.9, p < .001, items, F(1, 40) = 215.4, p
< .001, and condition × items, F(1, 40) = 163.30, p < .001.

Overall, popout RT increased by 40 ms when increasing
the display size from 4 (M = 534 ms, SD = 74.31) to 16 (M =
574 ms, SD = 88.28) items, d = -0.50. Conjunction RT on the
other hand increased by 214 ms from four (M = 617 ms, SD =
78.22) to 16 (M = 831 ms, SD = 130.89) items, d =-1.98.
Averaged over conditions, lab data (M = 620 ms, SD =
158.65 ms) is 32 ms faster than web-in-lab data (M = 652
ms, SD = 136.42 ms), d = -0.22, which in turn is 72 ms faster
than web data (M = 724 ms, SD = 162.20 ms), d = -0.54,
totaling 104 ms between lab and web, d = -0.69. For further
details, see Fig. 6.

With regard to the ER data, a mixed ANOVA showed a
significant effect for condition, F(1, 120) = 121.16, p < .001,
and number of items, F(1, 120) = 28.19, p < .001), but not for
the between-subject factor setting, F(2, 120) = 0.49, p = .61. It
revealed a significant interaction of setting × items, F(2, 120)
= 4.73, p = .01, a significant interaction of condition × number
of items, F(1, 120) = 87.80, p < .001, and a significant three-
way interaction of setting × condition × items, F(2, 120) =
4.69, p = .01. The interaction setting × condition was not
significant, F(2, 120) = 0.42, p = .66.

In short, the expected offset for web technology and online
experimentation was indicated, the experimental effect – an
interaction between number of items and condition – was

found and there was no main effect in ERs over settings.
These results support our three overarching hypotheses.

Experiment 6: masked priming task

In priming experiments, participants are given a cue
regarding which kind of target might appear. The prime
could refer to the position or target type and is usually
a very short presentation before the actual target (Meyer
& Schvaneveldt, 1971). For example, priming a side of
the screen where the target will appear usually leads to
faster RTs when the target appears where it was primed
(congruent condition), compared to slower RTs in incon-
gruent cases (e.g., target appears on the opposite side
the prime indicated). The general priming paradigm can
be extended by using a mask before and/or after the prime.
The task of the mask is to avoid conscious processing of
the prime even further: Not only is it presented very short-
ly, but additionally it is immediately masked, which is an
attempt to prohibit any episodic memory traces (Forster &
Davis, 1984).

We included this task in our investigation as it is a
very delicate paradigm that relies on very short and
exact stimulus presentation times to work appropriately.
Many priming paradigms present the prime around 50
ms, which needs to be performed very accurately if one
wants to reproduce the main effects. Having this exper-
iment as part of our comparison we were testing the
upper limits of presentation and recording accuracy
through web technology used in our web-in-lab and
web settings. An earlier study by Crump et al. (2013)
was not able to replicate the main effects of a masked
priming paradigm from an in-lab study (Eimer &
Schlaghecken, 2002) through using web technology.
Thus, we wanted to investigate further whether we can
identify at which point the replication fails: could it be
the change of technology or the recording at home?

We expected an advantage of the non-primed side in RT in
early prime durations (16, 32ms) that changes to an advantage
for the primed side in late prime durations (80, 96 ms) as
reported by Forster and Davis (1984). The latter part was
replicated by Crump et al. (2013), whereas the former was
not. Additionally, as usual, we expected an RT offset for
web technology, but no differences in ER rates over settings.

Methods

Before the experiment started, the participant was instructed to
indicate the direction of a stimulus that followed a short mask
through pressing the corresponding arrow key. To get used to
the fast-paced paradigm, participants took part in a 48 random
trial training block with feedback. It was followed by six

Fig. 5 Search setting × condition interaction. The graph shows reaction
time (RT) per condition per setting. The expected search effect can easily
be seen in each setting by an increase in RT from popout to conjunction
search. Still, the unexpected setting × condition interaction can be ex-
plained through the lab data, which shows a steeper increase over condi-
tions than the other two settings
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experimental blocks with 48 trials each. Every trial started
with a 500-ms fixation cross, followed by a 16-, 32-, 48-,
64-, 80-, or 96-ms prime (e.g., B<<^), a 100-ms mask
(B##^), a 50-ms blank, and a 100-ms target (e.g. B<<^). The
possible conditions were congruent (e.g., B<<^ following a
B<<^ prime) or incongruent (e.g. B<<^ following a B>>^
prime). The participants had 3,000 ms to identify the target
direction through the arrow keys (Bleft^ or Bright^) before the
trial ended. Each symbol was a black, 40 px font print on a
gray background. All combinations of primed side, condition,
and prime duration were equiprobable and randomly selected.

Results

After removal of extreme outlier trials, we excluded
seven participants in the lab, nine in the web-in-lab,
and 21 in the web setting due to high ERs (SD = 3).
No additional participants were excluded because of
high RTs (SD = 1.5). Another subject had to be re-
moved from the web data because he/she did not com-
plete the experiment. This yielded a total of 43, 39, and
21 data sets for lab, web-in-lab, and web, respectively.

In RT data, a violation of sphericity was indicated by
Mauchly’s test, χ2(65) = 41.53, p < .001, for the interactions
condition × prime duration and setting × condition × duration,
and thus the degrees of freedom were corrected through the
Greenhouse-Geisser method (ε = 0.93). Main effects were
identified through a mixed-design ANOVA for the between-
subjects factor setting,F(2, 100) = 25.96, p < .001, and within-
subjects factors condition, F(1, 115) = 6.99, p = .001, and
prime duration, F(4.65, 465) = 34.68, p < .001. There was a
significant interaction between condition and prime duration,
F(5, 500) = 11.28, p < .001, η2 = 0.007 and between setting ×
condition × duration, F(10, 500) = 2.68, p = .003, η2 = 0.003.

Following up on the main effect condition, a post-hoc t-test
revealed a significant difference (p = .007, d = -0.13) between
congruent (M = 439 ms, SD = 49.22) and incongruent (M =
446 ms, SD = 55.14) items with incongruent being slower
than congruent. Regarding the main effect settings, we found
a significant difference between lab (M = 411 ms, SD = 40.49)
and web-in-lab (M = 452 ms, SD = 35.17), p < .001, d = -1.10,
and lab and web (M = 487 ms, SD = 53.13), p < .001, d = -
1.70, but not for web-in-lab and web, p = .007, d = -0.83,
Bonferroni corrected. For details, see Fig. 7.

To follow up on the condition × prime duration interaction,
we calculated Bonferroni corrected t-tests between primed and
unprimed trials for each prime duration at each setting. For the
web-in-lab data, the 96-ms prime duration yielded a signifi-
cant difference between congruent and incongruent trials,
t(38) = -4.54, p < .001, d = -0.63, while all other combinations
were not significant, p > .05.

For ER data, Mauchly’s test was not violated. A mixed
ANOVA indicated significant effects for condition, F(1,
100) = 24.40, p < .001, setting, F(2, 100) = 3.10, p < .05, a
significant interaction of setting × duration, F(10, 500) = 2.49,
p < .01, condition × duration, F(5, 500) = 12.63, p < .001, and
setting × condition × duration, F(10, 500) = 2.07, p < .03.
There was no significant main effect for duration, F(5, 500)
= 1.34, p = .25, or the setting × condition interaction, F(2, 100)
= 1.09, p = .34.

Over conditions, participants in the lab condition had an
ER of 2.93 % (SD = 2.12 %), in web-in-lab 3.11 % (SD =
2.01 %), and in web 1.89 % (SD = 1.35 %).

In short, there was an RT offset between lab data and
the other settings, but no significant differences in ERs
between the settings. Regarding the task specific effects,
we were not able to reproduce the full priming effect:
Only in the 96-ms condition did we see significantly

Fig. 6 Visual search results.
Reaction time (RT) data from the
visual search task per setting (lab,
web-in-lab, web) and condition
(Bpop^ for popout, Bcon^ for
conjunction with number of
items). Outliers are displayed as
circles, while ERs are shown at
the top of the graph
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faster RTs for congruent than incongruent trials, but
only for web-in-lab data, not for the other settings.

Experiment 7: attentional blink task

The attentional blink (AB) task shows that humans have
a short attentional gap for identifying a second target
after identifying a first target stimulus when presented
within a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP).
Usually participants are presented with a train of upper-
case letters, each presented for about 100 ms. One of
the letters has a different feature (e.g., white color in-
stead of black) to the others, called Target1 (T1). The
target has to be memorized by the participant, while the
rest of the stimulus train keeps flashing on the screen.
Another target, T2, might follow in the range of 100–
1,000 ms after T1. The accuracy of identifying the pres-
ence of T2 is usually highly impaired when presented
about 200–400 ms after T1 (Raymond, Shapiro, &
Arnell, 1992; Shapiro, Raymond, & Arnell, 1997) – an
effect called attentional blink. Participants in this exper-
iment are reporting identification of T1 (e.g., typing the
letter that was white), and whether T2 appeared during
the trial. Through this approach, participants need to
focus on the appearance of T1 and consciously process
it, instead of trying to just report whether T2 was
present.

Overall, due to its robust nature in a rapid presentation
environment, we found this paradigm as fitting to test
our three settings. It needs consistent quick rendering
of the necessary letters on screen, whereas any inaccura-
cies might interfere with the paradigm. This is specifical-
ly interesting when looking at the difference between lab

and web technology (web-in-lab, web) experiments, as
rapid presentation of stimuli is the main requirement on
software in this case.

In contrast to the other experiments, AB relies on ER
as an identifier for its task-specific effect. Usually a max-
imum of ER is found when T2 is presented about 200–
400 ms after T1, which recedes as more time between T1
and T2 is given.

As the usual timing offset is supposed to be due to inaccu-
racies in web technology, we also expect a lower RT for web
technology experiments, despite not being of relevance in the
paradigm itself. Still, the ER rates should not differ between
the different settings, just between conditions.

Methods

Before the start of the experiment, participants were instructed
that they will see a white letter that they need to identify.
Additionally they were informed that there might be a black
BX,^ which they should identify as well. Each trial started
with a fixation cross for 500 ms. It was followed by a train
of 16–24 different letters from the alphabet (excluding BX^),
with N-8 being the position of T1. The distractors and T2were
black size 60 px font, while T1 was white. There was a 50 %
probability that T2 (black letter BX^) was shown within the
last eight items of the train. Each letter was shown for 100 ms
centered on a gray background. The first response the partic-
ipant had to give was identifying the white letter through a
corresponding press on the keyboard, while the second re-
sponse was about the presence of an BX^ in the train (pressing
0 indicated absent, 1 present). In total, four blocks of 20 trials
each were recorded, preceded by ten training trials with
feedback.

Fig. 7 Priming task results. The
dashed line depicts the reaction
time (RT) in ms for the incongru-
ent condition for each setting (lab,
web-in-lab, web), whereas the
solid line represents the congruent
condition. The primes had dura-
tions of between 16 and 96 ms.
The expected pattern would have
a higher RT for congruent trials
during the prime durations of 16
and 32 ms, inverting the advan-
tage at the durations 80 and 96 ms
to higher RTs for incongruent
trials
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Results

Following earlier studies, only trials in which T1 was
correctly identified were considered in the analysis
(Crump et al., 2013). Subjects with a T1 position error
result of 100 % were removed from analysis (lab: 3,
web-in-lab: 4), as the task was to primarily identify
T1. No participants were excluded because of RT, as
it was not a task-relevant measurement. Based on ER
(SD = 3), five data sets were excluded. One was re-
moved from web-in-lab, while four participants were
removed from web, whic yielded 45, 43, and 39 data
sets in lab, web-in-lab, and web, respectively. All fur-
ther analysis was performed on T2 data.

Investigating the RT data, Mauchly’s test for sphericity
showed a violation for the within factor T2 position, χ2(35)
= 243.17, p < .001, and setting × position interaction, thus a
Greenhouser-Geiser correction was performed (ε = 0.69). A
mixed ANOVA did not yield any significant effects: Neither
the main effects for setting, F(2, 124) = 2.04, p = .13, nor
position of T2, F(5.52, 684.48) = 1.65, p = .11, nor the inter-
action between setting × position,F(11.04, 684.48) = 1.13, p =
.32, were significant. In total, lab data were 162 ms (M = 492
ms, SD = 410.54 ms) faster than web-in-lab (M = 654 ms, SD
= 477.58 ms), while web (M = 595 ms, SD = 396.20 ms) data
were 59 ms lower than web-in-lab.

Regarding ERs, the assumption of sphericity was also vio-
lated as indicated by Mauchly’s test, χ2(35) = 180.43, p <
.001, therefore degrees of freedom were corrected through
the Greenhouse-Geisser method (ε = 0.67). Main effects were
identified through a mixed-design ANOVA for the between-
subjects factor setting, F(2, 124) = 6.43, p = .002, and within-
subjects factor T2 position, F(5.36, 664.63) = 90.99, p < .001.
No significant interaction was found for setting × T2 position,
F(10.72, 664.63) = 1.23, p = .24.

Following up on the main effect of setting, post-hoc
Bonferroni corrected t-tests indicated a significant difference
between the settings web-in-lab and web, p < .002, d = 0.86,
but not for the other combinations (p > .14, d < 0.42). Overall,
lab data exhibited an ER of 39 % (SD = 35 %), web-in-lab
46 % (SD = 34 %), and web 34 % (SD = 32 %).

Following up on the main effect of T2 position, we per-
formed Bonferroni corrected post-hoc t-tests for positions 1, 2,
3, and 4 (peak of AB effect). We found a significant difference
between positions 1 and 2, t(126) = -6.14, p < .001, d = -0.62,
and 3 and 4, t(126) = 5.71, p < .001, d = 0.56, but not between
positions 2 and 3, t(126) = -1.45, p = .45, d = -0.14; a clear
resemblance of the AB around 200 and 300 ms (see Fig. 8 for
details).

In short, unlike in other experiments, we did not find an RT
offset, but the ER data showed significant effects for setting
(web more accurate than web-in-lab) and T2 position (AB
effect).

Analysis summary

All results are summarized in Fig. 9. First, we note whether the
task-specific effects of each paradigm have been reproduced
(top row). Second, we show the RT offset between settings
through the differently colored bars. Lastly, ERs are depicted
as small black dots, thereby showing that the four experiments
that rely on RT as a metric do not differ in ERs. In short, we
found the effects of four of our five paradigms well
reproduced, while the last experiment (priming) was not rep-
licated in either setting. Still, each experiment showed signif-
icant differences in RTs between settings, with in-lab being the
fastest, followed by web-in-lab and web. In an attempt to
further quantify the first finding post-hoc, we calculated the
Bayes factors (see Jarosz &Wiley (2014) for an overview) for
each experiment (JASP 0.7.5.6, www.jasp-stats.org). Briefly,
Bayes factor analysis compares two hypotheses with regard to
how well they predict given data. The resulting evidential
value indicates the empirical data as more probable under
one of the two hypotheses. In our case, we found very
strong evidence that the data were more likely to occur
under the model including an effect of setting, rather than
without it in RT tasks (Stroop, Flanker, Search, Priming), all
log(BF10) > 12.04, while the attentional blink data that relied
on ERs lacked the data for conclusions, log(BF10) = 1.94.
Regarding the task-specific effects, we also found very strong
evidence, all log(BF10) > 98.45, in all experiments, except for
priming, log(BF10) = 3.74. See Table 1 for details.

With regard to the RT offset between settings, we tried to
identify additional factors that might account for the differ-
ences over settings. First, we used the performance task in
the web technology-based studies as a first indicator on
whether there is a difference between browser types. The data
was log-transformed due to a violation of the assumption of
equality of variances (Levene’s test, F = 5.48, p = .03). A
Mann-Whitney test, due to violations of normality (Shapiro-
Wilk test,W = 0.70, p < .001, for BFirefox^ andW = 0.79, p =
.004, for BChrome^), showed a significant difference in per-
formance, i.e. just the deployment of stimuli in regard of tem-
poral accuracy, over browsers with the browser Chrome (N =
14, M = 9.18, SD = 5.45) being slower than the browser
Firefox (N = 25,M = 5.80, SD = 3.15) in our web participants,
U = 265.5, p = .008, d = 0.43. Yet, Bayes analysis did not yield
concise evidence for either model, log(BF10) = -0.49. The
browsers Safari (N = 3, M = 2.09, SD = 1.56) and Internet
Explorer (N = 1, M = 9.87) were not incorporated into this
analysis due to the low number of participants using these
browsers. Based on these results – that browser type might
influence performance of timing accuracy – we investigated
two further points. First, we calculated a correlation between
the results of the performance task and the RTs averaged over
all experiments to see whether a general indication of display
inaccuracy can be indicative of higher RTs. It yielded a non-
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significant result, Pearson’s r(41) = -.16, p = .31. Second, we
ran a Mann-Whitney test (due to a violation of the normality
assumption for Chrome, Shapiro-Wilk test, W = 0.81, p =
.006) of the average RT (over all experiments and conditions)
per browser. The results indicated a significant speed advan-
tage in RT time for the browser Chrome (M = 559 ms, SD =
50.52) compared to Firefox (M = 667 ms, SD = 55.99), U =
25.00, p < .001, d = 1.93, which was very strongly supported
by Bayes factor analysis, log(BF10) = 9.18. In short, while
internal display accuracy measurements did not indicate con-
clusive results, there seems to be an influence of browser type
on the speed of RTs.

Discussion

This study used a three step approach to identify potential
differences between classical psychophysical in-lab mea-
surements and online experiments. We conducted five

well-established experiments coupled with two perfor-
mance indicators to see whether the change of technology
itself (lab to web-in-lab) or the change of environment
(web-in-lab to web) has a specific influence on psycho-
physical measurements, especially RT. For four of the five
main experiments (Stroop, Flanker, visual search, and at-
tentional blink) we were able to replicate the main effects
in each setting. The fifth and very timing sensitive exper-
iment (priming) was not replicated in any setting, i.e. not
even using classical methodology. These results argue for
web technologies and online conduction to be in line with
classical in-lab data recording.

To complement this picture, we also found our other two
overarching hypotheses confirmed. First, we did find a coher-
ent additive offset of web technology on RTs, which had an
additional increase when conducted online. Second, ERs,
which are not timing-dependent, were not different over set-
tings, thereby further arguing for comparable data quality over
all settings. Additionally, post-hoc analysis indicated that

Fig. 8 Attentional blink results.
Error rates of the attentional blink
paradigm per setting (lab, web-in-
lab, web) and position of T2
relative to T1. Attentional blink
impairments are usually
increasing recognition errors
about 200–400 ms after T1
(position 2 to 4 in our case)

Fig. 9 Summary of results. The
graph depicts the main results of
our study. Reaction time (RT)
offsets can be seen by comparing
each colored bar with another
setting, thereby showing the ad-
ditive offset for web-in-lab and
web data. Task-specific results –
whether the effects of each para-
digm were reproduced in each
setting – are summed at the top.
That there are no differences in
ER between settings, except for
attentional blink, can be seen
from the black dots for each
setting
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browser type might have an influence on the RT measurement
accuracy.

Reaction time offsets

As our first overarching hypothesis we expected higher abso-
lute RTs in web technology experiments, as shown in studies
before (de Leeuw & Motz, 2015; Reimers & Stewart, 2015).
On average, we identified a significantly slower RT of 37 ms
(range 27–45 ms, SD = 8.14) when comparing web-in-lab to
lab data (see Fig. 9, colored bars). When conducting the ex-
periments at home, a total offset of 87 ms (range 65–105 ms,
SD = 16.04) was found compared to lab data. In earlier stud-
ies, RT offsets of 60 ms (Reimers & Stewart, 2015), 43 ms
(Schubert et al., 2013), 25 ms (de Leeuw & Motz, 2015), and
27 + 83 ms (Hilbig, 2015) have been found. Thus, our results
fit in with earlier results.

How does this additional offset emerge? As we were keep-
ing all other factors identical between lab and web-in-lab,
except for the change of experimentation software, we can
safely assume that this difference is actually due to inaccura-
cies in the browser engine. This is reasonable, as specific
software like Matlab’s psychtoolbox are optimized for stimu-
lus presentation (e.g., through screen update synchronization)
and response recording, whereas web technology is not. This
can be seen from the initial performance measurements where
we found a significant increase of 6 ms in presentation timing.
Already at this minimal load with no keyboard input or similar
computationally expensive operations we found timing offset.
Coupled with results from earlier studies (Barnhoorn et al.,
2014; Reimers & Stewart, 2015), which showed a presenta-
tion timing offset of around 15–20 ms, inaccuracies might be
attributed to the insensitivity of JavaScript.

Performing the experiments online added another 50
ms. These reasons are manifold but can be attributed to
three categories: hardware, software, and environment.
Taking the experiment from the lab to the home of stu-
dents, onto their personal computers and laptops, changes
the setting from our well-configured in-lab equipment to

systems, which are not optimized for psychophysical test-
ing. This can be due to older hardware, but could also be
due to an overloaded system with many programs
installed. Additionally, despite being asked to close other
programs, participants might have been running additional
software in the background while conducting the experi-
ment, which can slow down performance as well.
However, our additional correlation analysis did not indi-
cate that there is a relationship between performance of
the system and RT accuracy of the tasks. This allows the
inference that the additional offset to conduct experiments
online might be due to the changed experimental environ-
ment or a speed-accuracy tradeoff (see the section on ERs
below).

Replication of task-specific effects

For the first four experiments (Stroop, Flanker, visual search,
and attentional blink) the main task-specific effects could be
replicated in each setting (lab, web-in-lab, web) through p-
hypothesis testing and Bayesian factor analyses. These results
confirm our second overarching hypothesis: Independent
from the higher cognitive involvement and computational re-
quirements of the tasks (e.g., attentional blink shows over a
dozen stimuli compared to a singular item in the Stroop task),
our results indicate that web technology is able to replicate
well-known psychological effects.

These replications allow the inference of two statements:
First, despite having a timing offset (see above), web technol-
ogy is accurate enough to record RTs that differentiate be-
tween the conditions. One has to keep in mind that the dura-
tion of each task was below 10 min. This yielded a range of
24–72 trials per condition, a rather low number even for be-
havioral tasks. On top of that we worked with task-specific
effects well below 50 ms, while still replicating them.
Therefore the influence of differences of timing accuracies
seems to be rather marginal. In line with Reimers and
Stewart (2015), we attribute the feasibility to our within-

Table 1 Overview of p-testing
results and Bayes factor analysis Experiment Factor p log(BF10) Factor p log(BF10)

Stroop Setting p < .001 21.89 Condition p < .001 154.75

Flanker Setting p < .001 17.31 Condition p < .001 139.42

Search Setting p < .001 12.04 Condition p < .001 119.51

Items p < .001 55.88 Condition * Items p < .001 378.01

Priming Setting p < .001 16.19 Condition p = .001 3.74

Duration p < .001 98.45 Condition * Duration p < .001 108.53

Att. Blink Setting p = .002 1.94 Position p < .001 164.36

This table shows the results of p-hypothesis-testing and the Bayes factor analysis for all relevant main effects and
interactions. Cells marked in bold leave the results indecisive, as p-hypothesis testing points towards a significant
difference, while Bayes factor analysis does no support or reject this indication
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subjects designs, which obviously counteracts potential
performance-related influences.

Second, considering that there was just a short contact
without further supervision with the subjects who participated
from home (web), environmental effects do not seem to influ-
ence the main task-specific effects significantly. Despite hav-
ing an additional offset for online studies, the results still have
been replicated through the experiments. Additionally, in the
only task that solely relied on ERs (attentional blink), not lab
but web data were themost accurate. This result argues against
the common preconception that participants who are taking
part from home are less attentive and more sloppy in their
answers, which is the point of debate in the scientific commu-
nity (Germine et al., 2012; Gosling et al., 2000).

The only task that was not fully replicated in either
setting was the priming paradigm. Only web-in-lab and
web data achieved a partial replication of faster RTs when
being cued to the stimulus side at a prime duration of 96
ms. While existing literature shows contradicting results
for the replication of this paradigm (Barnhoorn et al.,
2014; Crump et al., 2013), we would argue that the com-
bination of a few trials (24 per condition), very short
presentation times (16–96 ms) and a high rate of exclusion
(25 % of subjects) reduced the power of the data. This is
also the case for the classical in-lab data, which did not
produce coherent results. Bayesian factor analysis support-
ed our assumption by indicating neither a difference nor
no difference as being more probable.

To tackle this issue, researchers could employ longer ex-
perimental durations (e.g. a 1-hour long experiment instead of
a few minutes) with a higher amount of trials to be able to
pinpoint the effects more efficiently (as one has to consider
that Crump et al.’s data was collected within 15 min through
572 trials, Barnhoorn et al.’s data in 30 min through 576 trials,
and we only employed 336 trials in under 10 min).
Introducing a suitable singular experiment of a much longer
duration in our case would have contradicted the intention of
having online publishable experiments, which can be per-
formed quickly, as this is assumed to be one of the main
factors of participation of unpaid volunteers. While many sci-
entists rely on paid participation services like Amazon Turk,
we tried to keep our tasks within a realistic time for free par-
ticipation from Bwild^ participants, especially under the light
of recent discussions of validity and generalization of AMT
participants (e.g., Stewart et al., 2015).

On the other hand, an important point to note is that we
used the setTimeout() method, as Crump et al. did, and they
also could not replicate the results. In contrast, Barnhoorn
et al. used the requestAnimationFrame() method, which syn-
chronizes with the refresh rate of the screen, and were able to
replicate the paradigm. This leads to the question of whether
there is a quantifiable advantage of using one method over the
other and should be investigated further.

Error rates

Our third overarching hypothesis assumed if the experiments
are replicable and the timing offset is solely due to inaccura-
cies in the JavaScript engine, other measurements should be
coherent over all three settings. In line with this argument, the
three RT-based experiments that we replicated (Stroop,
Flanker, visual search) did not show a difference in ER data
(see Fig. 9, black dots). Through the isolation of non-timing
metrics, we can argue that data quality is equal over settings,
while assigning the RT differences to the JavaScript engine
itself. Despite not replicating the priming task, the ER from
this data was also in line with this argument. With the atten-
tional blink task on the other hand, a significant difference of
ERs over settings was found. More precisely, web data were
significantly more accurate than web-in-lab data. In contrast, a
common preconception would be that the in-lab participants
(lab and web-in-lab) would be more likely to answer more
correctly, due to the lab setting and the presence of an exper-
imenter. Taken together, we can infer that the data quality of
online participants is the same as that of in-lab participants,
independent of surrounding and other variables.

Future steps

While the results of our study argue for using web technology
and the Internet as a research method, we think scientists need
to continue to dissect the different parts that might influence
data collection when conducting online experimentation.
Technology-wise, there is still a lack of knowledge on which
of the many ways to present a stimulus is the most time accu-
rate through web technology. Not only can we vary the pro-
gramming language (JavaScript, Java, Flash), but also the
timing methods within one language (setTimeout(),
requestAnimationFrame(), see Barnhoorn et al. (2014) for an
example) and stimulus presentation method for each of these
timings (z-index, visibility, display, libraries like jQuery vs.
native JavaScript). Here, trade-offs with regard to availability
(Java might be more accurate than JavaScript, but would need
to be downloaded and installed, which would defeat the pur-
pose of large-scale online experiments) and computational
load (e.g., using large libraries to ease the display of stimuli)
need to be considered carefully. Additionally, our analysis of
browser types indicated an effect of the browser that is used.
Having different browsers producing different speeds within
the same experiment argues for possible differences in timing
accuracies between browser manufacturers, which in turn
might introduce another, very important layer of variance.
Overall, right now we have not yet identified a single optimal
way to use web technology in psychophysics and therefore
need to remain attentive to effects on presentation and input
recording accuracy.
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Another step in this experimental line is to publish the array
of tasks for the broader public to participate. Here we would
enter the Bwild^ part of the internet by changing the popula-
tion compared to our web setting. Studies up to now argued
that volunteers from the internet (Germine et al., 2012) as well
as paid participants through merchant systems like AMT
(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011) are contributing valid
and usable data, yet there is not much evidence on whether
there is a difference between types of participants and, if so,
which ones. An interesting approach would be to use earlier
ideas from questionnaire research (Göritz, 2006) and simply
test different incentives for the same task. Not only would this
allow identification of the effectiveness of different recruiting
approaches, but also showwhether data quality varies with the
origin and motivation of participants too.

Summary

Summing up, our results extend the current state of knowledge
of online experimentation in psychology by providing an ex-
tensive array of experiments that single out the potential dif-
ferences when changing from a classical in-lab to an online
setting. We used directly comparable experimental setups to
reproduce five well-known experiments through a single in-
vestigation, thereby keeping the settings experimentally iden-
tical. In this process we were able to coherently replicate the
different task-specific effects through web technology. The
resulting argument, that web technology has reached a stage
that allows for online experimentation, was confirmed by ad-
ditional metrics like ERs, which either were consistent over
settings or even exhibited a slight advantage for online con-
ducted data. A reaction timing offset for each change (tech-
nology and environment) was found and seems to be due to
inherent factors of the JavaScript engine, possibly varying
between browser types, but details need further studies to
confirm our assumptions. Taken together, all three findings
are strong arguments that online experimentation through the
use of web technology can be a near to equivalent substitute
for classical in-lab data acquisition in psychophysical
experimentation.
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